
A PROBABLE FOURTH KENTISH MINT OF iETHELSTAN 
By R. H. M. DOLLEY 

IN a paper printed in the 1956 Numismatic Chronicle1 I published and illustrated a 
circumscription (BMC v = Brooke 5 = North 6 7 2 ) penny of /Ethelstan ( 9 2 4 - 9 3 9 ) with the 
following reverse legend:— 

+ TORHTELM M ~ 0 TO LI". 

The suggestion was made that the coin had been struck at Leicester, a 'new' mint for the reign, 
and the penny in question was further associated with five coins by a moneyer Thurstan from 
perhaps two reverse dies where the legends end -F- TO LIECVI and XTO LIEI respectively. When, 
however, my friend Mr. J. J. North was putting the final touches to the first volume of his 
English Hammered Coinage (London, 1963), I began to have second thoughts about the 
attribution of the Torhtelm coin, and at my suggestion a point of interrogation was placed 
after the name of this particular moneyer. 2 In the present note it will be argued that the 
Torthelm coin—but not those of Thurstan—should be given to Lymne in Kent, likewise a 
'new' mint for the reign. It should be stressed, though, that the Leicester attribution of the 
Thurstan coins is not in question, and Leicester remains in my opinion incontrovertibly a mint 
of iEthelstan. 

Nearly ten years have elapsed since the 1956 note was written, and inevitably my 
acquaintance with the coinage of iEthelstan has both widened and deepened. In particular I 
have been afforded the opportunity of inspecting the unrivalled run of coins of that reign 
from the 'Forum Hoard' which are preserved in the Museo Nazionale at Rome, and of studying 
a set of direct photographs made available to me by the courtesy of my friend Mr. C. E. Blunt. 
Only less critical has been inspection of the iEthelstan trays in the National Museum of 
Antiquities at Edinburgh, their strength deriving in the main from the neglected 'Skye' hoard 
of 1891 (Inventory 312), and, again through the kindness of Mr. R. B. K. Stevenson, I have 
been able to check my original impressions against the set of casts prepared in connection with 
the forthcoming Edinburgh fascicule of the British Academy's new Sylloge. As a result of these 
studies I find myself no longer prepared to place so much reliance on fabric by itself as a basis 
of attribution, and my earlier hint that it was too subjective a criterion may seem more than 
justified. Certainly the Torhtelm coin cannot now be assigned to a mint outside Southern 
England on the strength of its fabric alone. 

In the 1956 note especial emphasis was laid on the absence of the locative prepositions 
ON and TO from dies employed at mints on or south of the Thames. Now, however, there are 
known to me at least three coins from Southern England where the preposition TO separates 
the monetarius contraction from the mint-signature. The coins are a circumscription penny of 
Shaftesbury with reverse legend + ABELPOLD • MO TO • SCEET in the Hunterian Museum 
(Sylloge 625), a hitherto unrecognized two line/circumscription 'mule' of Hertford with legend 
+ ABONEL MON TO HIORTED in the Museo Nazionale, and a circumscription penny in the same 
collection with reverse legend PIHTVLE • MO • TO BRIDIAN which Mr. Blunt, with my entire 

1 R . H . M. Dolley, 'A Provisional Note on the 2 Nor th , op. cit., I , p . 93. 
Origins of the Leicester Mint ' , NC 1956, pp . 285-291. 
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concurrence, will shortly be attributing to Bredy/Bridport, yet another 'new' mint for the 
reign. A consequence of this must be that we look at the Torhtelm penny with new eyes, and 
my feeling is that more attention should have been paid not only to at least one important 
point of difference from the epigraphy of the Thurstan coins, but also to the circumstance 
that Torhtelm otherwise is known only for Canterbury—at least where this reign is concerned. 

If we examine the Thurstan coins, we find the monetarius contraction in each case divided 
off from the preposition by a cross, in one instance a ' + ' and in the other by a ' X'. Moreover 
on both dies the mint-signature runs to four or six letters, whereas on the Torhtelm die it is 
no more than two. Generally, too, the epigraphy of the Leicester coins is 'tighter', whereas 
that of the Torhtelm penny is identical with that found on coins of a wide variety of mints 
in Southern England. On this telling, then, a prima facie case may be thought to exist for our 
considering seriously the possibility that the coin with mint-signature LI~ belongs to a mint 
other than Leicester. 

To turn now to the question of the other pennies of iEthelstan by a moneyer Torhtelm, 
one of portrait type is without mint-signature (BMC viii = Brooke 4 = North 673). The bust, 
however, is one that is consistent in every way with an attribution either to Canterbury or to 
Lymne. 1 Three are of circumscription type, and four of the portrait type with mint-signature 
(BMC viii = Brooke 4 = North 675). All seven emanate from a mint with signature DOE, 
DOR crv etc., and this must surely be Canterbury. We know from the Grately decree that the 
Canterbury mint was to have a quota of seven moneyers, whereas Dorchester is stated 
[Quadripartitus version] to have been allowed no more than one. It is instructive to compare 
the figures for known moneyers and surviving coins, contrasting the other Dorset mints on 
the one hand and the DOR (crv) mint on the other:— 2 

Moneyers allowed Moneyers Surviving 
by Grately Laws known coins 

Bridport 1* 1 1 
Shaftesbury 2 2 4 
Wareham 2 2 3 
DOK (civ) 7 5 31 

*by inference 

The disproportion between the extant 8 coins from the three certain Dorset mints on the one 
hand, and the 31 from DOR (CIV) on the other is such that the possibility of the latter 
signature being for Dorchester may seem to be precluded absolutely. Moreover in the case of 
all five of the DOR (civ) moneyers, at least one die for each is known which includes enough 
of the civitas element for us to be confident that it is the Canterbury mint-signature which 
is being essayed. Torhtelm, then, is a Canterbury moneyer beyond any shadow of doubt. 

A check of the available material has failed to reveal an actual die-link between Lymne and 
Canterbury, but in the later Saxon period there is a close prosopographical connection between 
the moneyers of the two mints which are separated by no more than fifteen miles. In the 
period c. 973-985, for example, of five Lymne moneyers, iEthestan, Eadstan, Byrhtric, 
Leofric and (Leof)-wine, three certainly strike at Canterbury, while in the period c. 985-1003 

1 A portrait coin would be, of course, an anomaly 
for Leicester a t this period when the Midlands 
generally seem to eschew the royal bust . 

2 These provisional figures have been arrived a t 
on the basis of the coins recorded in Mr. C. E. Blunt ' s 

card-index. Where coins of ^Ethelstan are concerned 
he has combed the available material with fair 
thoroughness, and it is unlikely tha t the picture 
they give will be found to be serious^' misleading. 
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of four Lymne moneyers, Eadstan, Edwerd, Godric and Leofric, two at least are known for 
the Kentish capital. The historical evidence suggests that Lymne had borough status at an 
early date, and under the Grately decrees would presumably have been granted—like Dover— 
the right to one moneyer. As it happens, Dover in this reign is also known from a single 
mint-signed coin, and the argument is not really weakened by the circumstance that 
Rochester with an authorized quota of three moneyers likewise appears to be known from 
but a single mint-signed coin. As we shall see, there is some reason to think that most of the 
West Saxon mints away from the crossing-places of the Thames may not have struck on the 
scale suggested by, even if they had taken up, their full quota of moneyers. However this 
may be, though, the case for Lymne as a mint of /Ethelstan is a strong one, and my belief 
is that the principle that monetae non sunt multiplicandae praeter necessitatem should no longer 
be pressed. If it be objected that I am postulating ambiguity by allowing there to be two 
mints, Leicester and Lymne, with mint-signatures of which the first two letters are LI, I can 
retort that not much more than fifty years later there are certainly three, Leicester, Lincoln 
and Lymne, and that in practice confusion between them is negligible. 

In conclusion I wrould like to draw attention to some curious disproportions in the ratios 
of surviving coins. From Canterbury, as we have seen, we have 31 coins by only five moneyers, 
though the quota of Canterbury moneyers was to be seven. Of London mint-signed coins 
on the other hand, we have probably 115 from a total of fourteen moneyers, the Grately 
quota being no more than eight. Not only, then, do there seem to be more London and fewer 
Canterbury moneyers than there is provision for, but the output of the London mint is 
nearly four times that of Canterbury, although the moneyer quota would have suggested a 
disproportion merely of eight to seven. It seems to me that two factors are here involved. 
The first is that we have no right to assume that the quotas fixed at Grately were sacrosanct 
for all time. Perhaps, too, the discrepancy between the fourteen moneyers actual and the 
eight allowed at any one time may be explained by the assumption that within the currency 
of the two main issues involved a proportion of the personnel was replaced, though on this 
telling one might have to be prepared to concede that at Canterbury no more than three 
moneyers were striking at any given time, a widening of the discrepancy between quota and 
practice. Inasmuch, then, as at a later date the number of London moneyers in a given type 
could be more than three times that of the iEthelstan quota, I would prefer to leave open 
the possibility that even within a matter of years there was an upward modification of the 
figure prescribed at Grately. The second factor to which I woidd draw attention is the 
apparent higher productivity of the moneyers at the three JSthelstan mints situated on the 
line of the Thames. Unfortunately we cannot be sure whether or not Oxford and Wallingford 
came within the ambit of the Grately decrees. These would seem to apply to the whole of Wessex, 
and after 911 one would have supposed Oxford and Wallingford to have been an integral part 
of the West Saxon kingdom. On the other hand, if this was the case, both boroughs ought to 
have had a quota of no more than one moneyer apiece, whereas of Oxford eight and of 
Wallingford three moneyers are known from the 32 coins extant today. While one might 
hesitate to claim that the importance of the Oxford and Wallingford mints combined 
approximated to that of the Canterbury mint at this period, though later the equation does 
seem valid, it would seem that the Thames Valley mints were more productive if not being 
driven considerably harder than many of the smaller mints to the south and west of that line. 
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at in this context is the following table:— 1 

Moneyers allowed Moneyers Surviving 
by Grately Laws known coins 

London 8 14 120 
Oxford 1 8 22 
Wallingford J 2 10 
Canterbury 7 5 31 
Winchester G 8 37 
Rochester 3 1 1 
Exeter 2 2 G 
Lewes 2 2 3 
Shaf tesbury 2 2 4 
Southampton 2 2 3 
Wareham 2 2 3 
Chichester 1 1 3 
Dorchester 1§ — — 

Hast ings I — — 

Dover 1* — — 

Bath 1* 2? 3 
Bridport 1* 1 1 
Langpor t 1* 2 5 
Totnesf 1* 1 2 

%Quadripartitus *by inference f i f D A B E N T V R B S 2 

Even more suggestive are the proportions in which the above mints are represented in the 
'Forum' hoard from Rome:— 

London G6 Canterbury 20 Chichester 1 
Oxford 10 Winchester 14 Dorchester — 

Wallingford 3 Rochester •— Hastings — 

Exeter 5 Dover — 

Lewes 1 Ba th 2 
Shaftesbury 1 Bridport 1 
Southampton 1 Langport 2 
Wareham — Totnes 1 

On the assumption, probably justified, that this hoard represents a fair cross-section of the 
English coinage, London emerges as incomparably the most important mint in Southern 
England, and elsewhere in this Journal it is suggested that the greater number of moneyers 
at Chester is deceptive in that the number of coins struck by each moneyer may well have been 
much smaller, and so the pre-eminence of London remains unchallenged.3 It is an interesting 
commentary on the wisdom of iElfred's coup of 886, and the relative importance of the newly 
established mints at Oxford and Wallingford may suggest that the Thames Valley mints were 
attracting quite substantial quantities of bullion from the Southern Danelaw. In this con-
nection it is to be noted that we are at present without mint-signed coins of this period not 
only from the new burhs at Aylesbury and Buckingham, but also from the former Danish 
strongholds at Bedford, Northampton, Huntingdon and Cambridge, substantial centres of 
coining; under Eadgar and his successors. 

1 Again the figures are taken f rom Mr. Blunt ' s 
card-index, and I mus t pu t on record my deep 
grati tude to him for making them available to me. 
I may add t h a t I would not be pu t t ing forward 
the at t r ibut ion of the Torhte lm coin to Lymne if I 

did not believe it to command his general assent. 
2 M. Dolley, Anglo-Saxon Pennies (London. 1964), 

p. 22, cf. North, op. et pag. cit. 
3 Infra, pp. 39-44. 
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